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ABOUT US

W L West & Sons Ltd have been based in West Sussex since 1865, but Census
records indicate that the Great Grandfather of the current family go back

further than that in the timber industry, probably to Horatio Nelson’s time! So
we truly have great experience in timber.

 

We pride ourselves in working with our customers in helping with their timber
requirements and creating lasting trading partnerships.

 
Mainly working with hardwoods and specialist softwoods, we are able to

supply timber as a raw product, machine profiles to new designs or to
match for restoration work.
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"Good timber does
not grow with ease;
the stronger the
wind, the stronger
the trees."

 -J. Willard Marriott
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BULLNOSE CILL SECTIONS COCKBEAD DADO/CORNICE

DECKING DOWEL FLOORING HANDRAIL

OVOLO PICTURE FRAME RADIUS SCOTIA

CLADDING SKIRTING TG&V WORKTOPS

MACHINED PROFILES

We are able to machine a wide range of profiles for a variety of end uses. Flooring,
Skirtings, Scotia, Dado rails, Door and door frame components, machine timbers for
Conservatories to name but a few.  The profiles shown below are for example only

and do not provide an exhaustive list (not to scale), with well over 200 different
profiles available, we are sure that we will be able to meet your requirement. 

Prices will alter with the size of the run, the larger the run the lower the price. Please
ask the sales team for details. All of our tooling is made in-house. We offer a fast
planing service and benefit from a new auto crosscut saw and multirip for linear

cutting.
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Moulding is a staple for us. With a modern 5 Axis CNC enabling machining
of complex shapes and a 7 headed linear moulder, we can tackle most

projects presented to us. From curves to ovals to key holes, have a chat
with our team, we're sure that we can help.

 
To augment the machining facilities, we can also press veneers using our

heated press and adhere solid lippings to chipboard door cores. 
 

FIND OUT MORE HERE

CNC MACHINING

Fire door manufacture - with over sized doors availability 

Edge banding facility for panels and door cores 

Heated press for veneer and carding cores 
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Fresh Sawn Oak

Home Grown Larch

Cedar

Dougas Fir Feather Edge

Durawood (Ayous/Thermos-Treated)

Composite Materials

Timber Cladding is a
traditional way of
finishing the external
profiles of a building,
and has come back into
popular use in recent
years. It gives a warm
and pleasing finish to
the outside (or inside)
of any building. Left to
weather silvery grey or
treated to maintain its
colour, either way it is
pleasing to the eye.

TIMBER CLADDING

Waney Edged Cladding

TG&V Cladding

Horizontal Cladding

Fire-Retardant Cladding 
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Oak shingles available

 Oak crooks available 

Oak Laths & Pegs

Timber Dowels available 

Oak Tile Battens

Fresh sawn Beam cut to order

Beam end Scroll Sawning

Jowl Post cutting

Lengths up to 8.0 metres 
(subject to availability)

Section sizes up to 600 x 600mm 
(subject to availability) 

FSC/PEFC Logs available to cut into beam 
(subject to availability) 

Beam planing service & sandblasting service

Machine shop services

Braces cut to customer template 

Direct loads available - 1.2 & full loads ex-Europe

Air Drying beams in stock 
(subject to availability)  

Graded to BS5756 - TH1/TH2/THA/THB Douglas Fir and Oak Sleepers

Sawn from European Oak logs, we can offer
beam components (equivalent to the Grade
BS5756 1996), cut in-house for a fast
turnaround. Brace cutting is available as is
Jowel post cutting. For larger order quantities
we can offer a direct delivery from our
suppliers in France. We have our own visual
stress grader trained to grade to BS5756. Home
Grown Douglas Fir is available for certain
applications. For restoration work, we do stock
some steady air drying beams for scarfing in
repairs. These can be varying sizes, so it is
always advisable to call to check availability.
We can normally locate your required sizes if
we do not have them on stock.

TIMBER BEAMS &
CONSTRUCTIONAL TIMBER
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“All our wisdom
is stored in the
trees.”

 -Santosh Kalwar
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All timber supplied - planed all round (PAR)

Delivery time 3-4 weeks from cleared funds

Delivered palletised, UK distribution direct from manufacturer

We are able to supply Oak structures including porches, pergolas,
garages, wood stores, BBQ & cook Houses and gazebos - to name a few.

 
You may well have more ideas for a beautiful Oak structure. Have a chat

with our sales team and let us turn your imagination into reality.
 

FIND OUT MORE HERE

OAK FRAMED STRUCTURES
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Decking can be supply only or installed
and fixed by our own experienced
tradesmen. For the sloping garden,
decking in the form of stepped terraces
can transform impractical garden areas
into useable leisure space.

FIND OUT MORE HERE

DECKING

 

Air Dried Oak
Thermo treated hardwoods
and other suitable species

Smooth or grooved finish

Sundry items available

Available in:
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PRO Fencing is our fence installation division at W.L. West & Sons Ltd
 

Fencing installation and gate manufacture have been at the core of
W.L.West & Sons Ltd. business for nearly a century and a half. Types and
styles have changed over that period and where fences and gates were

almost exclusively timber, we now see and variety of materials being used
in fencing and gates. Please contact us for a quote for your property. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

01252 726391

Site Hoarding

Security Steel & Wire Fences

Traditional Timber Fencing

 
Panel & Close Boarded Fences

FENCING

PLEASE NOTE: WE ARE ALSO ABLE TO OFFER SUPPLY-ONLY ON ALL
OF OUR RANGE OF FENCES AND GATES. 
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We can supply only or supply and fix most
types of gates - from steel security to timber
field gates.

Oak field gates and specialty hardwood gates
are manufactured in our joinery workshops.
Softwood gates are sourced from suppliers that
we have found to supply a quality product. We
are able to engrave the gate with your property
name, but please tell us when you order, as it is
engraved prior to assembly. We are unable to
engrave after assembly, but we can make a
sign to fix to the gate. We can also advise who
to contact for gate automation.

CONTACT PRO FENCING

GATES
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LEARN MORE ABOUR OUR SIGNS

We are able to supply engraved (and painted if required) signs for any
application, house signs, footpath signs, memorial benches, gate backs

and many more applications. Using our in-house CNC machine, we're able
to manufacture products with lettering, numbers and logos. Posts and gate

backs can also be engraved in this way.

ENGRAVED SIGNS

Lettering, Numbers & Logos

Your Choice of Timber

Engraving on Already
Constructed Gates/Signs
 
Paint Optional
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LEARN MORE ABOUR OUT WORKTOPS

All of our wooden worktops are bespoke, handmade and finished. Every
one is made to order at our workshop in West Sussex. We craft and

manufacture your order to your templates and requirements. 
 

For Kitchens, Workshops, Laboratories, Bar and Counter tops, we
manufacture solid hardwood handmade worktops from 25mm to 63mm
thicknesses, laminated from 70mm and wider equal width staves with a

discreet jointing system. We use a cold set adhesive system using correct
adhesives such as polyurethane types for the best results. 

 

WORKTOPS & BARTOPS

Supplied with upstands,
quadrants, scotias etc. to match

Your choice of timber

We also offer laminated solid
worktops

Bespoke, handmade and finished
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LEARN MORE ABOUR OUT FLOORING

For Homes, Public Houses, Clubs, Schools, New and Period Buildings,
Village Halls, Commercial Buildings and Sports Halls.

 
Flooring can be produced from quality selected stock in boards, to be butt

jointed, half-lapped or tongue and grooved. We offer herringbone, versailles
panels, chevron blocks and basket weave block patterns. 

 
As part of our complete service, floor fitting can be arranged. We also supply
skirting’s, architraves, scotia’s and thresholds together with all undercarriage

requirements and selected finishes.
 

FLOORING

Manufactured, calibrated,
wrapped and packed

Wide range of options and
grades

Supply only or supply and fix
through a trusted sub-contractor.

Sundry items available

Installed by British Wood Flooring Company Installed by British Wood FLooring Company
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Flooring is the
foundation of
any beautiful
room.
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DOWNLOAD THE ORDER FORM

Our ledged and braced oak doors are made bespoke in our own
workshops. These are not mass-produced doors from abroad but are truly

‘Handmade in West Sussex’. 
 

Choose from either half lap construction or tongue & groove construction -
whichever suits your project/home best. 
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COUNTRY OAK DOORS
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Bespoke and produced to order

Half lap or tongue & groove

Various fixing options 

Made in Sussex, UK

Installed by British Wood Flooring Company Installed by British Wood FLooring Company

To order, simply complete the order form below.  We have not put any prices on the sheet as
prices will vary with quantity. Email to: sales@wlwest.co.uk
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LEARN MORE ABOUT SHINGLES & SHAKES

W L West & Sons Ltd are the sole UK distributor for Rapold GmbH handmade
shake products. We supply a number of timber products, including sarking

boards, architectural shingles, Western Red Cedar shingles, Larch, Robinia and
Oak shakes.

 
Shingles and Shakes (Shingles are sawn, Shakes are cleft) must be one of the

most environmentally friendly and sustainable ways to roof or clad your property.
Good straight grained trees are selected, cut to length and hand cleft into a

number of set lengths. Shakes can be used on walls and other vertical elevations.
In addition, they make a wonderful textured focal point for internal walls. 
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SHINGLES & SHAKES
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Can be used internally or
extertnally

Environmentally friendly

Handmade in Bavaria

WL West & Sons are the sole
distributor 
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR BESPOKE TABLES

Manufactured in our Selham workshop, we have designed and developed some
unique tables. 

 
Constructed of hardwoods, the tables have been designed for either Dining Room
or Boardrooms in mind. Often with live (waney) edges book matched to give an

amazing, unique style. Another option is to combine the beauty of timber with the
contemporary feel of modern resins.

 
These products are unique, each one will be different is some way, so you will be

investing in a future heirloom. 
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BESPOKE TABLES
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Potential future heirloom to pass
on in your family

Each table is completely unique

Made in Sussex, UK 

Engrave with your family crest,
family name or logo

We are very happy to discuss your ideas to create a table unique to you. Have
your family crest or company logo incorporated. The ideas are endless.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR FURNITURE

Our garden furniture is handmade by our own craftsmen, and manufactured
mainly out of European Oak - but we can select other suitable species.

 
These are not massed produced products, with small numbers of benches and

chairs being made at any one time, truly ‘Handmade in West Sussex’. Designs may
alter slightly between builds, making your bench completely unique. 
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GARDEN FURNITURE
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Small batch and handmade in
Sussex, UK 

European Oak or other species of
your choice

Engraving options available - i.e.
back of chair/bench 

Made to your size requirements
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VIEW OUR FULL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Looking after our timber supply and thus our environment is key to ensuring our
industry’s future.  Making the very best of the timber we use is also an important
part of what we do. We have taken a number of actions over the past 20 years,

which include the following below. 
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ENVIRONMENT
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Grown in Britain Chain of
Custody - GiB-FP-SA-5061

FSC Chain of Custody - SA-
COC-005781

PEFC Chain of Custody - SA-
PEFC/COC-005781

Timber Development UK –
Responsible Purchasing
Policy

Supply

Accurate selection of timber
to minimise waste

Slabwood and offcuts
recycled for biomass

Wood shavings and dust
recycled for animal bedding

80 KWH Photovoltaic power
generation system

Card, Paper and plastics
recycled

Demand
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